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Library, 
Museum, 
& Exhibit Space



Where is the Science History Institute ?





Photo shoot featuring Dow Styron products, 

1947 (Dow Historical Image Collection)

-Archives
-Rare Books
-Photographs
-Fine Art
-Museum Objects
-Oral Histories

Collections



Arnold O. Beckman with EASE Computer, 1950s 

(Beckman Historical Collection)

The digital repository software is 
built with a customized Sufia front 
end for the Samvera stack which 
is all open-source technology

https://github.com/sciencehistory/chf-sufia

The Digital Collections site 
launched in February 2018

https://github.com/sciencehistory/chf-sufia


Measuring with Numbers

• Over 7,000 Items 

Digitized

• Archives: 5,298 items

• Library 1,013 items

• Museum: 463 items

• 22,830 Digital Images

Pyrex 1-Quart Liquid Measuring Cup. 

https://digital.sciencehistory.org/works/8c97kr304.)



• 97,521 Page Views

• 31,979 Sessions

• 26,776 Users 

• Average Session Duration: 2 min 20 

sec

• Pages Viewed Per Session: 3.05

• 3,717 Items Downloaded 

Power house at Dow Chemical Company, 1950s (Dow Historical Image Collection)

Digital Audience Metrics 



Digital Collections: 





First Steps: What are the priorities?



Interpretation



Transformative 

















the DDT Origin story ...

1874 Othmar Zeidler discovered DDT 

1939 Paul Hermann Müller also known as “Pauly”

DDT was tested successfully against the Colorado potato beetle by the 
Swiss government and by the U.S. Department of Agriculture in 1943

Receives Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine in 1948 for discovering 
the potent toxic effects on insects of DDT

Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane

https://www.britannica.com/animal/Colorado-potato-beetle
https://www.britannica.com/topic/US-Department-of-Agriculture


DDT is Amazingly Effective ...

(Clip and edit from Silent Spring Film)

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1EcbijucPkqMx55R4GNUKWvny2B7Jn5m6/view




http://drive.google.com/file/d/1mShaPpfP5benFlY06xjzmfVoIh1Q5YvP/view






New York Times bestseller Silent 
Spring in 1962. selling more than 
500,000 copies in 24 countries

it cannot be 
overstated enough 
to how important
Rachel Carson is ...



• Clean Air Act (1963) 
• The Wilderness Act (1964)
• The National Environmental Policy Act (1969) 
• Establishment of the Environmental Protection Agency, in 1970
• (Earth Day started in 1970)
• The Clean Water Act and the Endangered Species Act (both 1972)

Carson’s book launched the environmental movement



In 1972 
DDT is banned 

for agricultural use

from war-time miracle to environmental detriment 



A different DDT Origin story … of wrestling's most popular move
Begins with the ban and legendary powerful effects of DDT

Be

• Roberts wrestling career begins in 1974

• First nationally televised DDT by Jake was in May 
1986 on Saturday Night's Main Event on NBC Network

Black Gordman (Victor Manuel 
Gonzalez Barajas) is rumored to have 
been the originator of the DDT. He was 
most popular as part of a tag team with 
Great Goliath in the mid 1970’s while 
wrestling in California.

Jake “The Snake”Roberts is best 
known for the DDT and is cited as 
the inventor of the finishing move. 



When asked what DDT 
meant, Jake once famously 
replied... "The End."

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/DDT_(professional_wrestling)

“And I started working on it, and come with it, and named it 
after the poison that everybody outlawed. I picked up the 
paper one day, and the front page was “[DDT] outlawed.” I 
was like, “Wait a minute. Very cool.” They had … “[DDT] poison 
to the brain.” I said, “Way cool.”

Fan videos illustrate the variety of DDT 
variations with a song by Carmen McRae 
titled Silent Spring that was demoed in 1971.

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/DDT_(professional_wrestling)
http://drive.google.com/file/d/15SyNDNYn2ROyPwJwY2jF0SkLNCko9VCp/view




Routes of entry: Skin absorption, 
inhalation, and ingestion 

• Handle contaminated specimens as little 
as possible. Never touch specimens with 
bare skin. 

• Wear nitrile gloves and a protective 
smock or apron. Change gloves frequently 
and make sure they do not fit too snugly. 

•Wear a respirator fitted with N100 filters 
Follow all OSHA (Occupational Safety and 
Health Administration) guidelines for 
respirator use.

•Always discard gloves as hazardous 
waste, and wash hands after working with 
the specimens. 



Health Related Effects 

Acute (short-term) Effects: Nausea, vomiting, 
headache, neurological changes (tremor or 
exaggeration of reflexes), facial numbness, partial 
paralysis, convulsions, loss of perception and 
vibratory sensation, moderately rapid respiration, 
slow to normal pulse

Chronic (long-term) Effects: Kidney and liver 
dysfunction, general weakening of the immune 
system (decreased rate of lymphoproliferation) 
Carcinogenic Effects: A possible human carcinogen 
that may cause non-Hodgkin's lymphoma; breast 
cancer; soft tissue sarcoma; Hodgkin's disease; 
multiple myeloma pancreatic, skin, lung, and liver 
cancer 

Reproductive Effects: Potentially causes 
chromosomal aberrations, interferes with the 
healthy balance of estrogen and testosterone, can 
be passed in breast milk to infants, can shorten the 
duration of lactation in women, leads to erectile 
dysfunction in rats, causes feminization in numerous 
animal species, softens the shells of bird eggs. 



•Encapsulated materials need to off gas 

•Organized by amount of toxic material  
left in the containers

•Covered with plastic sheet to move 
from cart to staging area on set

Working Issues with Storage 
of DDT Materials



Phil Allegretti collected dozens of 

cans, bottles, dusters and other 

paraphernalia of pesticides he 

ended up donating to the Chemical 

Heritage Foundation in 2014 for its 

museum’s permanent collection.

Who Collects Pesticide?



Preservation

Access (digital) 

Safety (reduced handling) 

Availability for Research 

Readability of Text 

Goals for digitization



● Focus Stacking with Helicon Focus 
Software

● Minimal Handling of strobe lights 

● Set up for blending for mixed 
material surfaces  

Creating a Standardization of the process 

for photographing the diverse collection



Challenges of this Collection 

● Photographing the multiple angles on curved surfaces of mixed materials-

paper, glass, plastics, metal 

● The regular considerations and compromises that these materials presents is 

the mass produced product with the individual wear of the specific item



of course failure 
happens















































Thanks :)

Special Thanks to :

Hillary Kativa, for digital metrics 
Ashley Augustyniak, for Library Reference 
Stephanie Lampkin, Collections Manager 
for providing safety guidance 
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